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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

On which node will the websg service group start if all nodes are powered on and come online at the same time? 

A. s4 

B. s2 

C. s1 

D. s3 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which action should an administrator perform to ensure the coordination point (CP) service is highly available when
adding a CP server into a Veritas Cluster Server environment? 

A. configure multiple CP server instances on the same node 

B. configure the CP server as a resource in a Veritas cluster 

C. configure the CP server database on a multipathed disk 

D. ensure the CP server is on a reliable network 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 3

An administrator wants to configure an HA fire drill for a service group in an existing cluster. Which two behaviors should
the administrator expect? (Choose two.) 

A. The fire drill uses the Action function associated with the agent. 

B. The fire drill clones the service groups in the cluster. 

C. The fire drill uses virtual IP to test the failover of service groups. 

D. The fire drill requires an additional license installed on each node of the cluster. 

E. The fire drill detects discrepancies between the VCS configuration and underlying infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

Where are the First Failure Data Capture (FFDC) logs, core dumps, and stack traces stored when a Veritas Cluster
Server agent attempts to execute an entry point and fails? 

A. /var/VRTSvcs/log/type where type is the specific agent type 

B. /var/VRTSvcs/diag/log/FFDC 

C. /var/VRTSvcs/diag/agents/type where type is the specific agent type 

D. /etc/VRTSvcs/FFDC/dump 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is adding a node to a running cluster. The administrator has successfully installed Veritas 

InfoScale Availability and has configured and started LLT. 

Which command will allow the new node to communicate with the cluster? 

A. gabconfig -c 

B. hastart 

C. sh /etc/gabconfig 

D. hasys -force 

Correct Answer: A 
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